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1. In which season is ice cream popular? 
Solution: 
In the Summer season, ice cream is popular. 
 
2. Who feels joyful on seeing the Ice-cream Man? 
Solution: 
On seeing the ice cream Man, children feel joyful. 
 
3. Name the different flavours of ice cream the Ice-cream Man has in his cart 
Solution: 
Vanilla, chocolate and strawberry are the flavours of ice cream, the ice cream Man has in his cart. 
 
4. What are the two things that the Ice-cream Man is selling? 
Solution: 
The two things the ice cream Man is selling are ice cream and chilled drinks from the bottles of frosty - 
fizz. 
 
5. What is the ice-cream cart compared to in the poem? 
Solution: 
A flower bed has been compared with an ice cream cart in the poem. 
 
6. Circle the words where you get a zzz sound. One is done for you. 

 
Solution: 
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7. Colour the boxes that have rhyming words. 

  
Solution: 

 
 
8. What do the following words describe in the poem? 
joyful   _____________________________ 
little   ______________________________ 
round   _____________________________ 
 
Solution: 
The  words describe in the poem as below 
Joyful sight. 
Little cart.  
Round umbrella. 
 

9. Colour the boxes with colours of the flavours mentioned in each. 
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Solution: 

 
 
10. Have you ever eaten kulfi, the ice cream from North India? 
The following sentences describe how it is served but they are not in the correct order. Write 
the correct number before each sentence. 
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Solution: 
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1. What were the preparations in the palace for?
Solution:
In the palace, there were preparations for a grand feast.

2. Why did the Maharaja go into the kitchen in the afternoon?
Solution:
The Maharaja went into the kitchen in the afternoon to survey the dishes that had been prepared for the
feast.

3. What had the cook planned to do with the vegetable scraps?
Solution:
The cook planned to throw away the vegetable scraps considering it as waste.

4. Ingredients are the things that are used to make a dish.
Circle the ingredients of avial in the box below.

chillies groundnut wood vegetable scraps 

coconut roasted peanuts curd pot 

garlic broken bangles basket curry leaves 

Solution: 

5. State whether the following are True or False.
(i) The king had ordered a dinner in the palace.
________________
(ii) No one had heard of or tasted avial before.
_______________
(iii) The cook had planned to make another dish using the vegetable scraps.
_______________

Solution: 
(i) True
(ii) True
(iii) False
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Bamboo Curry 
1. Complete the sentences meaningfully.
(i) The bridegroom left with the door of his in-laws’ house because it was made of
_____________ and there was no bamboo in his ___________.
(ii) The bridegroom was unable to have bamboo curry in the end because _______________

Solution: 
(i) The bridegroom left with the door of his in-laws’ house because it was made of bamboo and there
was no bamboo in his village.
(ii) The bridegroom was unable to have bamboo curry in the end because it was too hard to eat.

2. Word hunt
Fill in the blanks with words from the story.
(i) The bridegroom went to visit his ____________.
(ii) The mother-in-law pointed ________ __________ the bamboo door.
(iii) He stayed the night ____________ his in-laws.
(iv) He carried the ___________ ___________ back with him.
(v) The curry was made __________ bamboo shoots.

Solution: 
(i) The bridegroom went to visit his mother- in-law.
(ii) The mother - in - law pointed at the bamboo door.
(iii) He stayed the night with his in-laws.
(iv) He carried the bamboo door back with him.
(v) The curry was made from bamboo shoots.
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